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I. INTR~DUCTI~N C OMPUTER vision systems attempt to recover useful information about the three-dimensional (3-D) world from huge image arrays of sensed values. Since direct interpretation of large amounts of raw data by computer is difficult, it is often convenient to partition (segment) image arrays into low-level entities (groups of pixels with particular properties) that can be compared to higher-level entities derived from representations of world knowledge. Solving the segmentation problem requires a mechanism for partitioning the image array into useful entities based on a model of the underlying image structure.
In most easily interpretable images, almost all pixel values are statistically and geometrically correlated with neighboring pixel values. This pixel-to-pixel correlation, or spatial coherence, in images arises from the spatial coherence of the physical surfaces being imaged. In range images, where each sensed value measures the distance to physical surfaces from a known reference surface, the pixel values collectively exhibit the same spatial coherManuscript received January 29, 1986 ; revised March 12, 1987 ence properties as the actual physical surfaces they represent. This has motivated us to explore the possibilities of a surface-based image segmentation algorithm that uses the spatial coherence (surface coherence) of the data to organize pixels into meaningful groups for later visual processes. Many computer vision algorithms are based on inflexible, unnecessarily restricting assumptions about the world and the underlying structure of the sensed image data. The following assumptions are common: 1) all physical objects of interest are polyhedral, quadric, swept (as in generalized cylinders), convex, or combinations thereof; 2) all physical surfaces are planar, quadric, swept, or convex; 3) all image regions are rectangular or regularly shaped and are approximately constant in brightness; and 4) all image edges are linear or circular. The extensive research based on these assumptions solves many important application problems, but these assumptions are very limiting when analyzing scenes containing real-world objects with free-form, sculptured surfaces. Therefore, we have developed an image segmentation algorithm based only on the assumption that the image data exhibits SUTface coherence in the sense that the image data may be interpreted as noisy samples of a piecewise-smooth surface function. A preliminary grouping of pixels is based on the sign of mean and Gaussian surface curvature. This initial, coarse segmentation is refined by an iterative region growing procedure based on variable-order bivariate surface fitting. The order of the surface shape hypotheses is automatically controlled byjtting surfaces to the image data and testing the sur-ucejts by 1) checking the spatial distribution of the signs of residual fitting errors (the regions test) and 2) comparing the mean square residual error of the fit to a threshold proportional to an estimate of the image noise variance. In this iterative process, images are not only segmented into regions of arbitrary shape, but the image data in those regions is also approximated with flexible bivariate functions such that it is possible to compute a complete, noiseless image reconstruction based on the extracted functions and regions. We believe that an explicit image description based on flexibly shaped approximating functions defined over arbitrary connected image regions can be useful in many computer vision applications, but will be critically important to object reconstruction and object recognition algorithms based on range imaging sensors when object volumes are bounded by free-form, smooth surfaces.
Although this segmentation algorithm may be most useful for range images, it is capable of segmenting any type 0162-8828/88/0300-0167$01.00 0 1988 IEEE of image that can be adequately represented as a noisy, sampled version of a piecewise-smooth graph surface. Therefore, we first include a brief discussion of the relationship between general computer vision and range image understanding. Since other segmentation methods in the literature involve several ideas closely related to those presented here, we also include a brief discussion of previous work in intensity image segmentation, followed by a survey of more recent work in range image analysis, in order to clarify the differences of the surface-based segmentation algorithm. Mathematical preliminaries are then presented to precisely define the problem we are attempting to solve, followed by a qualitative description of a method for general smooth surface decomposition. Several key ideas behind the algorithm philosophy are described next. Then the entire algorithm is outlined to introduce the role of the individual algorithm elements, followed by a detailed explanation of each element. Experimental results show the algorithm's excellent performance on a variety of six range and three intensity images from a database of successful test results on over forty images. We conclude with comments on future improvements and applications to other types of multidimensional image data.
A. Vision and Range Most past computer vision research has been concerned with extracting useful information from one or more intensity images of a scene. The desired "useful" information has often been depth or range information. Indeed, the dominant images-to-surfaces vision paradigm [73] , [44] dictates that various visual cues can be used to infer the distance of many scene points from sensed light intensity values as the human visual system does. Several methods for obtaining range (shape) from intensity images based on various visual cues are summarized below.
When the sampled values in an image array represent light intensity at each point, knowledge of the intensity image formation process and an appropriate set of constraints can be used to recover the shape of the physical 3-D surfaces represented by the data. Vision researchers have developed many techniques (see survey [ 1 S]) for obtaining 2.5-D descriptions (registered range images) of intensity images that indicate the sensor-to-physical-surface distance at many points in a scene: shape from shading [58] , shape from texture [103] , shape from contour [66] , shape from binocular stereo [43] , shape from photometric stereo [ 1051, [25] , shape from motion [ 1011, [63] , shape from shadows [67] .
The above are predominantly passive approaches for obtaining range information in the sense that energy is not projected into the environment. Many active approaches for obtaining range images have also been developed (641 including amplitude-modulated laser radar [ 1081; frequency-modulated laser radar [7] ; time-of-flight laser radar [ [21] ; moire interferometry [86] ; and focussing methods [68] . But once a range image has been acquired for a given scene by any of the above methods, the extraction of useful information still requires processing a huge array of values where each value represents the distance to a physical surface from a known reference surface. Hence, the ability to obtain range at each pixel in an image does not in itself solve computer vision problems. Range images provide sampled geometric information in an explicit form rather than in an implicit form dependent on surface reflectance and illumination. The data must still be organized into a more structured form for interpretation purposes.
Witkin and Tenenbaum [104] have argued that perceptual organization mechanisms exist in the early stages of human visual processing that are independent of the highlevel knowledge necessary for correct image interpretation and are independent of the image formation process. That is, people can visually segment image regions into meaningful entities even when they know nothing about the entities or the image formation process. Consider the fact that people with no knowledge of or experience with the formation of images from electron microscopes, Xray imagers, ultrasonic sensors, and imaging radars can often partition images into important regions that are meaningful to experts in the respective fields. Therefore, it should be possible to group pixels in many types of images using only relatively low-level information. However, it is not at all clear how these general-purpose lowlevel grouping mechanisms operate.
We believe that perception of surfaces is a low-level grouping operation that plays a fundamental role in many image understanding tasks. Therefore, a segmentation algorithm that groups pixels based on a surface interpretation should be valuable to many applications. For example, explicit surface approximations over range image regions is directly useful for surface inspection, assembly verification, automatic shape acquisition, and autonomous navigation. If early vision processes focus on segmenting range images (however they are acquired) into surfaces defined over image regions, we believe that it will eventually be possible to achieve robust recognition of arbitrary 3-D objects by matching perceived surface descriptions with known object models. Although many matching approaches are based on lower dimensional features, such as points (i.e., object vertices) and edges (i.e., occluding edges and separating boundaries between surfaces), we believe that matching based on surface shape holds the most promise for general-purpose vision because surface matching would not be hindered by occlusion of individual point or edge features. Moreover, our experimental results show that surface-based segmentation is also promising for other types of images, such as intensity images, whenever the image data exhibits surface coherence properties.
B. Intensity Image Segmentation
A problem with many computer vision techniques is the assumption that there is only one physical surface or object represented in an image. When many surfaces of many objects are present, it is often necessary to organize pixels into connected groups or image regions that correspond to individual objects or surfaces, and then apply higherlevel algorithms to the isolated image regions. The fundamental, complementary issues in organizing image pixels into regions are similarity (uniformity) and difference (contrast). Given the sensed values at two image pixels and their neighbors, the computer must answer the question: "does this pixel possess enough of the same properties as that pixel to say that these two pixels are similar?" Segmentation of digital images has been an active area of research for many years (see surveys [47] , [31] , [37] , [65] , [90] , [88] ). Many popular segmentation techniques use histogram-based thresholding or template matching, but these methods provide little information when the image data does not conform to the restrictive image model assumptions. Edge detection techniques (see survey [29] ) attempt to define regions by locating pixels that lie on the boundaries between regions using difference measures on neighboring pixels (e. g . , image gradient magnitude). Region growing techniques (see survey [107] ) attempt to group pixels into connected regions based on similarity measures, such as approximate equality (e.g., [20] ). Edge-detection and region-growing can be data-driven operations based on generic notions of difference and similarity that make no commitment to the set of possible image interpretations, or they can be model-driven operations based on application-specific object models and domain knowledge. Model-driven techniques can reduce computational requirements by incorporating high-level knowledge about the scenes represented in images to restrict the search for valid interpretations [41] .
A commonly used definition of image segmentation [57] states that if I is the set of all image pixels and P( ) is a uniformity precidate defined on groups of connected pixels, a segmentation of I is a partitioning set of connected subsets or image regions {R,, * * * , RN) such that
I= I the uniformity predicate P (R,) = True for all regions, and P(RI U R,) = False (2) whenever R, is adjacent to R,. Different segmentation algorithms may be viewed as implementations of different uniformity predicates. Uniformity predicates may be classified according to knowledge requirements [65]: signallevel methods are based purely on the numbers in a digital image, physical-level methods include knowledge about image formation, and semantic-level methods include even more knowledge about the type of scenes being viewed. The surface-based segmentation algorithm in this paper is a signal-level method where the uniformity predicate on groups of pixels is true if almost all the pixel data in a region can be represented well by an approximating (surface) function. 169 Functional approximation ideas have been used on intensity images in the past to define uniformity measures for region-growing segmentation at the signal-level. Pavlidis [80] developed a region-growing segmentation approach based on a piecewise-linear scanline function approximation. Scanline intervals with similar slopes were merged to define regions. The uniformity predicate requires pixels in the same region to be approximated by straight lines with similar slopes. Haralick and Watson [48] proved the convergence of the facet iteration algorithm for flat (constant), sloped (planar), and quadratic polynomial facets (local surfaces) defined over preselected image window sizes. This algorithm was intended more for noise removal than segmentation, but may be considered as a segmentation algorithm where the image segments are the resulting small facets. A physical surface in an image is typically represented by many image facets. The uniformity predicate in this case requires pixels are well approximated by the facet surfaces. The window operator size for the surface fits, which limits the facet size, and the surface type are preselected parameters independent of the data. Pong et al. [82] have obtained good results with a similar algorithm based on property vectors of facets rather than the facet surface fits.
Functional approximation ideas are also used to derive window coefficients [85] for edge detection approaches to segmentation. In most edge-based techniques, pixels are simply labeled as edge or non-edge, and an edge-linking step is required to create refined region descriptions. A good example of a more complete pixel labeling scheme based on local surface function (facet) approximations is the topographic primal sketch [49] . In this approach, the output consists of 1) step edge, ridge, and valley lines, 2) peak, pit, saddle, and flat points, and 3) planar slopes, convex, concave, and saddle-shaped regions. The uniformity predicate in this case groups pixels with the same topographic label. This method is purely local however and does not prescribe the integration of global similarity information. The surface type labeling used in the surface-based segmentation algorithm also suffers from the same problem, but global information is effectively integrated by the iterative region growing algorithm.
C. Range Image Segmentation
Region growing based on function approximation ideas are used commonly in range image analysis (see survey [9] ). The uniformity predicate in the work listed below requires that region pixels are well approximated by planar or quadric surfaces. Shirai For segmentation based on differential geometric quantities, such as lines of curvature or surface curvature, the uniformity predicate requires region pixels to possess similar geometric properties. As the name implies, the differential geometry of surfaces analyzes the local di$erences of surface points. Although global similarities in surface structure are also analyzed, most theorems in differential geometry address only global topological similarities, such as the one-hole equivalence of a doughnut and a coffee cup with a handle. Global shape similarity theorems do exist for the surfaces of convex objects, and they have been successfully utilized in extended Gaussian image (EGI) convex surface shape matching schemes [55] . Difficulties arise when local descriptors are used to identify the shape and global similarities of arbitrary nonconvex object surfaces from arbitrary-viewpoint rangeimage projections. The mathematics of differential geometry gives little guidance for an integrated global shape description or for computational matching methods in this general case. Brady et al. [ 191 extract and analyze a dense set of integrated 3-D lines of curvature across entire surface patches to describe the global surface properties. This method can take hours to describe simple objects. Our approach integrates global information into parametric surface descriptions and runs in minutes on similar objects with similar computing power.
Many researchers have favored the extraction of lowerdimensional features, such as edges, to describe range images instead of surfaces [97] , [59] , [60] , [39] , [76] , [loo] , [95] , [54] , [50] , [16] , [13] . The uniformity predicate in these approaches requires that range and the range gradient are continuous for all pixels in region interiors where only the region boundaries are computed explicitly. By detecting and linking range and range gradient discontinuities, the space curves that bound arbitrary smooth surfaces are isolated creating an image segmentation. However, most of the above edge-based work has focussed on straight and circular edges for matching with polyhedra and cylinders and their combinations. Although edgebased approaches offer important computational advantages for today's computer vision systems, we believe that such systems cannot provide the detailed surface information that will be required from future general-purpose range-image vision systems. Only more research experience will determine the advantages and disadvantages of these approaches for different applications, but the generality of an arbitrary surface segmentation and surface description approach is necessary today for automated free-form, sculptured surface reconstruction and shape acquisition tasks as in [84] .
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION In the surface-based approach to segmentation, the relevant structure of an image is viewed as a piecewisesmooth graph surface contaminated by noise as defined below. We emphasize the geometric shape of the image data in this approach, not the noise process as in random field image models [ 1061, [26] , [30] , [24] . Several terms are introduced to give a reasonably precise description of the problem we are attempting to solve.
A 3-D smooth graph su$ace is a twice-differentiable function of two variables:
A piecewise-smooth graph surface g(x, y) can be partitioned into smooth surface primitives fr (x, y) over support regions RI:
where x(x, y, R,) is the characteristic function of the region RI, which is unity if (x, y) E RI and zero otherwise. For each piecewise-smooth surface g(x, y), it is convenient to associate a region labelfunction 1,(x, y) defined as
If a'[ is the vector of all parameters needed to precisely specify the smooth function fr (x, y), then any piecewisesmooth surface may be represented as the piecewiseconstant function 1, (x, y) (with minimum value 1 and maximum value N), which contains all segmentation information, and the list of N parameter vectors { ZI}, which contains all shape information. A digital sueace is a noisy, quantized, discretely sampled version of piecewise-smooth graph surface:
where a and b are the quantizer's scale factor and offset respectively, the floor function indicates truncation (quantization) to an integer, and the additive noise process n(x, y) is nominally zero-mean with finite variance a2(x, y) at each point. The discrete image location (i, j ) 
between the reconstructed image function (7) evaluated at the points (x (i ), y( j ) ) and the data g (i, j ,> is small and the total number of functions and regions N is small. The function norm is left unspecified, but may be the max norm, the (Euclidean) root-mean-square error norm, or the mean absolute error norm. The implicit logical segmentation predicate in the above problem statement may be written as the surface coherence predicate:
where the value of E depends on the mean variance of the noise process n(x, y) in the image region.
The two trivial solutions may be discarded immediately. The "one pixel per region" solution minimizes the approximation error (zero error), maximizes the number of regions, and requires no work, but is of course also useless. The "one function per image" solution minimizes the number of regions (one region), maximizes the approximation error, requires work, may be useful for some purposes, but does not solve the real problem. We seek an algorithm that tends to segment images into regions that can be directly associated with meaningful highlevel entities. In the case of range images, the surface functions defined over the image regions should mathe-171 matically represent the 3-D shape of visible physical surfaces in the scene.
The problem statement places no constraints on the functions except that they are smooth, no constraints on the image regions except that they are connected, no constraints on the form of the additive noise term except that it is zero-mean. We want the total approximation error and the number of regions to be small, but we have not attempted to weight the relative importance of each. Without such weights, it is difficult to form an objective function and apply existing optimization methods.
It is not at all clear from the above statement that such a "chicken-and-egg" segmentation problem can be solved at the signal level. It is straightforward to fit functions to pixel data over regions if the regions have been determined, but how are the regions to be determined? Similarly, it is possible to determine the image regions if the set of functions are known, but how are the functions extracted? But even the number of functions/regions present in the data is not known. We seek a signal-level, datadriven segmentation procedure based only on knowledge of piecewise-smooth surfaces.
III. SMOOTH SURFACE DECOMPOSITION
The problem statement says that the smooth component functions h (x, y) of the underlying model g(x, y) are allowed to be arbitrary smooth surfaces, which can be arbitrarily complicated. However, arbitrary smooth surfaces can be subdivided into simpler regions of constant surface curvature sign based on the signs of the mean and Gaussian curvature at each point [lo] . As shall be discussed in more detail later, there are only eight possible surface types surrounding any point on a smooth surface based on surface curvature sign: peak, pit, ridge, valley, saddle ridge, saddle valley, flat (planar), and minimal. These fundamental surface shapes, shown in Fig. 1 , are very simple and do not contain inflection points (compare to codons for planar curve description as in [87] . Our hypothesis is that these simple surface types are well approximated for image segmentation (i.e., perceptual organization) purposes by bivariate polynomials of order M or less where it4 is small. The experimental results included here and in [8] attempt to show that this assumption is reasonable for a large class of images when M = 4 (biquartic surfaces). Even the range image surfaces of quadric primitives can be approximated well enough for segmentation purposes with such polynomial surfaces. This assumption is only limiting in the context of the segmentation algorithm when a large smooth surface bends much faster than x4. If a particular application encounters a significant number of such surfaces, the limit of M = 4 can be raised. If a range imaging application can guarantee that only planar and quadric surfaces will appear, they can use only those types of functions for fitting purposes. In fact, any ordered set of bivariate approximating functions can be used if they satisfy the set of requirements defined below. In summary, arbitrary smooth surfaces may be decomposed into a union of simple surface- curvature-sign primitives that are well approximated by low-order bivariate polynomials.
The intermediate goal of a segmentation algorithm then is to isolate all underlying simple surj&es (surface-curvature-sign primitives) in the image data and fit those simple surfaces with simple bivariate approximating functions. This creates an image segmentation in terms of the support regions of the simple approximating functions and an image reconstruction in terms of those simple approximating functions evaluated over the support regions. If the boundaries of the smooth surfaces of the underlying piecewise-smooth surface model are desired, then smoothly joining, adjacent simple surface regions can be merged to create the smooth surface support regions. This noniterative postprocessing step is covered in [8] and is not discussed here. We currently leave the function description over the smooth surface regions in the form of a collection of simple polynomial surfaces. The final collection of smooth surfaces and their support regions is the underlying piecewise-smooth image description that we wished to recover in the problem definition. In applications, it may be desirable to go back and fit the segmented smooth surface with application surfaces, such as quadrics, composite Bezier patches [35] , or rational B-splines [99], rather than leaving it as a set of polynomial surfaces.
A. Approximating Function Requirements
Arbitrarily complicated smooth surfaces can be decomposed into a disjoint union of surface-curvature-sign surface primitives. If these surface primitives can be approximated well by a small set of approximating functions, a composite surface description for arbitrary smooth surfaces can be obtained. There are several constraints that the set of approximating functions must satisfy. Of course, the approximating functions must be able to approximate the fundamental surface-curvature-sign surface-primitives well. For dimensional@ reduction reasons, the approximating functions should be representable by a small amount of data. For generality, the approximating surfaces must be well-defined over any arbitrary connected region in the image plane. The approximating functions of the digital surface segmentation must be useful for extrapolation into neighboring areas of a surface in order for the region growing method to be successful. Znterpol&ion capabilities are also useful for evaluating points between pixels if surface intersections are required. The approximating functions should also be easily differentiable so that differential geometric shape descriptors can be recomputed from them and so that other processes may compare surface normals and other differential quantities. Finally, the complete set of approximating functions should be totally ordered so that each approximant is capable of describing lower order approximants exactly, but cannot adequately approximate higher order functions. This provides the basis for a set of increasingly complicated hypotheses about the form of the underlying data. Note that general 3-D surface representation capability is not needed because digital surfaces are discrete representations of graph surface functions.
Low-order bivariate polynomials satisfy all of the above requirements, and the surface fitting procedure requires only a linear least-squares solver for the p x q ( p > q) [5] . We have found that the set of planar, biquadratic, bicubic, and biquartic polynomials performed well in our experiments without significant computational requirements (a few seconds per fit on a VAX 11-780). However, any set of approximating finetions that satisfy the above constraints may be used instead. To maintain generality in the algorithm description, it is only assumed that there is a set of approximating functions, denoted as F, that contains ( F ( discrete types of functions that can be ordered in terms of the "shape potential" of each surface function relative to the set of fundamental surface-curvature-sign surface primitives.
In our case 1 F 1 = 4 and the set of approximating functions F can be written in the form of a single equation: Planar surfaces are obtained by restricting the parameter vector space ail5 to three-dimensional subspace where only a,,,,, alo, aol may be nonzero. Biquadratic surfaces are restricted to a six-dimensional subspace, and bicubic surfaces to a ten-dimensional subspace. A least-squares solver computes the parameter vector a' and the RMS fit error E from the digital surface data over a region quickly and efficiently. Moreover, a QR least-squares solution approach allows surface region fits to be updated recursively during the region growing process as new data points are added [42], [22] for better computational efficiency.
B. Simple to Complex Hypothesis Testing
The key idea behind the algorithm, which is independent of the set of approximating functions actually chosen, is that one should start with the simplest hypothesis about the form of the data and then gradually increase the complexity of the hypothesized form as needed. This is the variable-order concept, which has not been used in previous segmentation algorithms. In our case, surface type labels at each pixel allow us to find large groups of identically labeled pixels. Then, a small subset of those pixels, known as a seed region, is chosen using a simple shrinking method that attempts to ensure that every pixel in the seed region is correctly labeled. The simplest hypothesis for any surface fitting approach is that the data points represented in the seed region lie in a plaue. The hypothesis is then tested to see if it is true. If true, the seed region is grown based on the planar surface fit. If the simple hypothesis is false, the algorithm responds by testing the next more complicated hypothesis (e.g., a biquadratic surface). If that hypothesis is true, the region is grown based on that form. If false, the next hypothesis is tested. This process continues until either 1) all preselected hypotheses have been shown to be false or 2) the region growing based on the surface fitting has converged in the sense that the same image region is obtained twice. Since all smooth surfaces can be partitioned into simple surfaces based on surface curvature sign, false.hypotheses may occur only when the isolated seed region surfacetype labels are incorrect (due to noise) or when the underlying surface bends faster than the highest order approximating surface. During execution of the algorithm, bad seed regions are rejected immediately when the surface fit error is poor and large quickly bending surfaces are broken into two or more surface regions.
IV. ALGORITHM PHILOSOPHY
This section includes qualitative comments about the system structure of the surface-based segmentation algorithm. The success of the algorithm is based on the effective combination of simple component algorithms, not on the capabilities of any single processing step.
A. Initial Guess Plus Iteration
Like many region growing schemes, the basic approach of this algorithm might be summarized as "make an initial guess and then iteratively refine the solution." This idea is at least as old as Newton's method for finding the zeros of a complicated function. Unlike other region growing schemes, the initial guess at the underlying surface segmentation is based on invariant differential geometric principles and is quantified in terms of surface curvature sign labels, or surface type labels [lo] . The iterative refinement process is based on function approximation and region growing. Once a surface has been fitted to the kth group of connected pixels, the (k + 1 )th group of pixels is obtained by finding all new connected pixels that are compatible with the fitted surface of the previous group. When the same group of pixels is ob-173 tained twice, the iteration terminates yielding an extracted region. This process is described in more detail later.
Although we shall not prove it in this paper, there is the usual relationship between the quality of the initial guess and the number of iterations required. If the initial guess is very good, only a few iterations are required. Many iterations may be required if the initial guess is not good. For bad initial guesses, no number of iterations will yield the proper convergence to a solution. In our algorithm, the quality of the initial guess is related to the quality of the image data, and the performance of the segmentation algorithm degrades gracefully with increasing noise levels.
B. Stimulus Bound Image Analysis
The variable-order surface fitting approach may be thought of as a hypothesize and test (hypothesize and verify) algorithm where the hypotheses can be automatically changed by the input data and each surface fit is bound by (must conform to) the input data. Therefore, we suggest the use of the adjective stimulus bound [89] for the type of hypothesis testing done by the surface-based segmentation algorithm, where the stimulus is the original sensed data values. In a stimulus bound process, all interpretive processing of the data is bound to or constrained by the original data or stimulus in each stage of processing to reduce the probability of interpretation errors. In our case, each simple surface function hypothesis is tested against the original data via surface fitting followed by two tests: 1) an RMS fit error test (related to the chi-square test), and 2) a regions test (related to the nonparametric statistics runs test). Hence, each iteration and the final interpretation are bound by the original stimulus.
It is generally acknowledged that vision algorithms should function at several different levels using associated vision modules to process the signal and symbol information at different levels. It often occurs that each level's vision module accepts input only from the previous, lower level and provides output only to the subsequent, higher level. Fig. 2(a) shows a typical example of such a process. This assumption may be rooted in human visual models where retinal information is not directly available to the high level cerebral processes. However, human vision is a fundamentally dynamic perceptual process in which subsequent, highly correlated "video frames" are always immediately available to the visual system after any given instant in time. Therefore, it may be inappropriate to apply dynamic human visual model principles to static computational vision problems. The stimulus bound philosophy states that the output from all lower level vision modules should be available to high-level vision modules. In particular, the original image from the sensor must be available to every vision module in a static vision system as shown in Fig. 2(b) . In the surface-based segmentation algorithm, every pixel in every region is constantly checked to see how close the sensed value at a given pixel is to the approximating surface function for the given region. The global grouping of pixels relies on simple differencing between pixel values and the interpreted surface primitives. These concepts are expressed in more detail in later sections. Without constantly checking symbolic interpretations against the original data, a vertical chain of interpretive vision modules is only as robust as the weakest module. Many edge-based intensity image vision schemes have failed in practice because precise, correctly linked edges could not be extracted from real images. We believe that surface-based range image vision systems have an advantage over edge-based systems in that it is possible to quickly check final object or surface interpretations against the original data (via simple image differencing) because synthetic range images can be generated from models with a depth-buffer algorithm [78] using only the object or surface geometry; light and surface reflectance are not involved. The final interpretation in the form of a reconstructed range image can be subtracted from the original range image to create an interpretation error image, which can then be used to evaluate the quality of the image interpretation globally and locally. This is only possible when an image interpretation includes segmentation and reconstruction information as described in the problem definition.
C. Emerging Commitment
The surface-based segmentation algorithm is primarily data-driven in that only generic knowledge of surfaces, curvature, noise, and approximation are used. Of course, data-driven and model-driven elements must cooperate in any algorithm that attempts to interpret a digital image in terms of specific model information. An important feature of any image interpretation approach is the process of commitment to the final interpretation. A special-purpose model-driven program can make a commitment to its set of possible interpretations when the program is written or compiled [41], thus avoiding certain computations that might otherwise be required. A data-driven program may postpone making a commitment to a final interpretation in order to be more generally applicable, but it should reduce the amount of information that must be manipulated by later higher-level processes that use specific world model information by generating intermediate symbolic primitives. We believe that our approach follows a principle of emerging commitment that is gradual and locally reversible, but not random. One must make steps toward image interpretation, yet it is impossible to always avoid errors that necessitate steps or labels being undone. An algorithm should make a series of small steps towards the goal, where each step need not produce perfect results, can easily be undone, but still produces useful information for the next step. Simulated annealing algorithms [4] , [38] might also be said to follow a principle of emerging commitment, but the surface-based segmentation algorithm described here is very directed in its search process and provides a much more structured output.
V. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
The algorithm presented in this paper uses a general piecewise-smooth surface model to do pixel grouping assuming the image data exhibits surface coherence properties. If all pixel values are viewed as noisy samples of an underlying piecewise-smooth surface function defined over the entire image, the segmentation process should not only provide detailed definitions of the segmented regions, but should also provide the component surface functions of the underlying piecewise-smooth surface. Surface-based segmentation includes surface (image) reconstruction.
In the first stage of the segmentation algorithm described below, each pixel in an image is given a label based on its value and the values of its neighboring pixels. This label can only take on eight possible values based on two surface-curvature signs and indicates the qualitative shape of an approximating surface that best-fits the image data surrounding that point. This surface-type label image can be analyzed for connected regions using a standard connected component analysis algorithm [91] , [3] . Any individual pixel label can be wrong, but it is likely to be correct if it lies in the interior of a large region of identically labeled pixels. Moreover, due to the constrained nature of the surface types represented by the eight labels, it is also likely that a simple surface function will approximate a group of correctly labeled pixels. The surface type label image is used to provide seed regions to the regiongrowing algorithm. A pixel's similarity with a group of other pixels is measured by comparing 1) the difference between the pixel's value and the other pixels' approximating surface value (at the given pixel location) and 2) a parameter that measures the goodness of the fit of the surface to the other pixels. This similarity measure allows for a pixel to enter and leave a group of pixels depending on the other pixels currently in that group. Hence, a mistake in grouping can be undone. Regions are grown until convergence criterion are met, and a concise, parametrically defined surface description is recorded along with a definition of the image region. It is common for images reconstructed from the segmentation description to be almost indistinguishable from the original image.
This algorithm can be viewed as a two-stage process. The first stage computes an "initial-guess" coarse segmentation in terms of regions of identical surface type labels. The second stage iteratively refines the coarse image segmentation and simultaneously reconstructs image surfaces. The entire algorithm is outlined below.
The first stage creates a surface type label image T( i, j ) from the original image g (i, j ) in the following manner: l Compute partial derivative images &, (i, j ), gU ( i, j ), g,,(i, j), g,,(i, j), g,,(i, j) from the original image S (i, j ) using local fixed-window surface fits that are accomplished via convolution operators. The second stage performs iterative region growing using variable-order surface fitting as described below. Its input consists of the original image and the surface type label image. In order to determine the next (first) seed region to use, a connected component algorithm isolates the largest connected region of any surface type in the T(i, j) image, and then a 3 X 3 binary image erosion operator shrinks the region until a small seed region of appropriate size is obtained. The output of the second stage consists of a region label image 1; ( i, j ), which contains all region definitions in one image (the segmentation information), and a list of coefficient vectors { a'[ > , one for each region (the shape reconstruction information). It is not necessary to maintain a separate version of the reconstructed image as this can always be recomputed from the surface fit list and the region label image. However, displaying this image during program execution is an excellent way to monitor the progress of the algorithm. The error image can also be recomputed from the surface fit list, the region label image, and the original image, but it is maintained throughout the iteration process to counteract the tendency of surfaces without sharp boundaries to grow slightly beyond their actual boundaries. The error image is updated at each pixel with the absolute error between the approximating surface and the original data when a surface/region is accepted. During the region growing procedure, the error image is consulted to see if the current approximating function represents a given pixel better than it has been represented before. If so, a pixel that was labeled as a member of a previously determined region is free to be labeled with a better fitting region as long as the pixel is connected to the better fitting region. Thus, labeling decisions are reversible. Later surfaces in this sequential algorithm can relabel a pixel even though it was already labeled as part of another surface.
The algorithm above terminates when the next seed region extracted from the surface type label image is too small (e.g., less than 30 pixels). However, some pixels may still be unlabeled at this point. These pixels are coalesced into a binary surface type image in which all pixels that have already been labeled are turned off (black) leaving all unlabeled pixels on (white). This new "leftovers" surface type image is then processed by extracting and fitting the next seed region as usual except that the region growing constraints are relaxed (e.g., the allowable RMS fit error limit is doubled). When the next seed region from the left-overs surface type image is too small, the algorithm finally terminates.
The outline above provides a high-level description of all the main elements of the segmentation algorithm. We have omitted several details that are covered in subsequent sections. The algorithm as stated here does not always yield clean high-quality edges between regions, and it is still possible that some pixels may be left unlabeled (ungrouped with a surface). Hence, a local region refinement operator capable of cleaning up pixel-size irregularities was used to create the final segmentations shown in the experimental results section. Also, as mentioned above, surface curvature sign primitive regions must be merged at polynomial surface primitive boundaries that lie within the boundaries of a smooth surface. The details on a region refinement operation and a one-step region merging method for smoothly joining surface primitive boundaries are available in [8] , and further enhancements are currently being developed. These fine points are not at all related to the performance of the segmentation algorithm as described here since the necessary procedures are performed after the termination of the iterative region growing.
VI. NOISE ESTIMATION FOR THRESHOLD SELECTION
Digital surfaces exhibit the property of surface coherence when sets of neighboring pixels are spatially consistent with each other in the sense that those pixels can be interpreted as noisy, quantized, sampled points of some relatively smooth surface. In order for the surface-based segmentation algorithm to group pixels based on underlying smooth surfaces, it needs to know how well the approximating functions should fit the image data. This information should be derived from the image data in a data-driven algorithm. If the noise i; the image is approximately stationary (a*(~, y) = uimg = constant), we can compute a single estimate of the noise variance &,, (that should be applicable at almost all image pixels) by averaging estimates of the noise variance at each pixel. To compute an estimate of the noise variance at each pixel, we perform a equally-weighted least-squares planar fit in the 3 x 3 neighborhood W, surrounding the pixel. If the pixel lies in the interior portion of a smooth surface region and if the radius of the mean surface curvature is larger than a few pixels, the error in the planar surface fit will be primarily due to noise. In contrast, steeply sloped image regions typically have large mean curvatures and bad planar fits. To get a good estimate of the magnitude of the additive noise and the quantization noise in the image, it is necessary to exclude these pixels Where the gradient magnitude is large. Therefore, we only include pixels in the mean noise variance calculation if the gradient magnitude is below a preset threshold (8 levels/pixel was used in our experiments). A more detailed discussion of this idea is given in [8] . The equation for the mean image noise variance CJ;,, may be expressed as where aR represents the boundary of the region R, iVi,t is the total number of surface interior pixels contributing to the sum, and where uW3 ( p) is the root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of the least-squares planar surface fit (aoo, alo, sol) in the 3 x 3 window W, around the pixel p:
where i and j are interpreted as integer row and column coordinates. Although the regions themselves are not known at the time the noise variance is estimated, we get . . a good approxtmatton to cirng y b not averaging pixels with high slopes using the preset threshold.
The noise variance estimate allows us to automatically set the E parameter of the surface coherence predicate (the maximum allowable RMS surface fit error) and two other thresholds to an appropriate value as described later. Note that we are attempting to estimate noise variance for COIZtinuous smooth sur$uce detection purposes, not for discontinuity detection as in [45] . Although we do not claim to have solved the automatic threshold selection problem, the three relevant thresholds are directly tied to the geometric and statistical properties of the data via empirical relationships providing good performance for many images. Other noise variance estimation techniques, such as computing the mean square difference between a median filtered version of an image and the original image, are currently being evaluated.
VII. SURFACE TYPE LABELING Differential geometry states that local surface shape is uniquely determined by the first and second fundamental forms. Gaussian and mean curvature combine these first and second fundamental forms in two different ways to obtain scalar surface features that are invariant to rotutions, translations, and changes in parameterization [8] . Therefore, visible surfaces in range images have the same mean and Gaussian curvature from any viewpoint under orthographic projection. Also, mean curvature uniquely determines the shape of graph surfaces if a boundary curve is also specified [40] while Gaussian curvature uniquely determines the shape of convex surfaces and convex regions of nonconvex su@zces [23] , [55] . There are eight fundamental viewpoint independent surface types that can be characterized using only the sign of the mean curvature (H) and Gaussian curvature (K) as,shown in 3. Gaussian and mean curvature can be computed directly from a range image using window operators that yield least squares estimates of first and second partial derivatives as in [2] , [6] , [48] . The key point is that every pixel in an image can be given a surface type label based on the values of the pixels in a small neighborhood about that pixel.
Surface curvature estimates are extremely sensitive to noise because they require the estimation of second derivatives, in which high frequency noise is amplified. In fact, 8-bit quantization noise alone can seriously degrade the quality of surface curvature estimates unless large window sizes are used (at least 9 X 9). Yet reliable estimates of surface curvature sign can still be computed in the presence of additive noise and quantization noise [lo]. Since we need to compute five different derivative estimates to compute surface curvature, we could use large N x N derivative estimation window operators (N odd), or we can smooth the image with a small L x L window operator (L odd), store the smoothed values at higher precision, and operate on the smoothed image with smaller M x M derivative estimation window operators (M odd) where L + M = N + 1. Assuming window separability and therefore linear time requirements, the former requires time proportional to 5N whereas the latter requires time proportional to N + 4M + 1. The relative weighting factors used in determining the derivative and smoothing window coefficients have an important influence on the quality of the derivative estimates. In our experiments with g-bit images, we obtained good consistent results using one 7 x 7 binomial weight (approximately Gaussian) smoother and five 7 X 7 equally weighted least squares derivative estimation operators with over 30 percent fewer computations than the equivalent 13 x 13 windows. For reference purposes, we list the specific numbers needed for this particular computation.
Since all our operators are separable, window masks can be computed as the outer product of two column vectors. The binomial smoothing window may be written as 
For 7 X 7 binomial smoothing window, it is clear that we should try to maintain an extra 12 bits ( 12 = 2 log, (64 Mean (H) and Gaussian (K) curvature images are comof pixels in the largest connected subregion, as a function puted using the partial derivative estimate images:
K(i, j) = guu(i, j) S,,(i,j) -LW).
(1 + gt(i, j) + g"u(4 j))'
A toleranced Signum function
ifx < E is used to compute the individual surface curvature sign images sgn,(H( t, j ) and sgn,(K(i, j )) using a preselected zero threshold E. For our experimental results, we used eH = 0.03 and eK = 0.015 for 7 x 7 windows. Ideally, these thresholds should depend on the noise variance estimate, but the algorithm performance is not very sensitive to these numbers for reasonable quality images. The surface curvature sign images are then used to determine the surface type image:
This equation is shown in table form in Fig. 3 . Fig. 1 displayed the eight fundamental shapes. Depending on the number of digitized bits and the amount of noise in the original image and the window sizes used in derivative estimation, regions of a given surface type label tend to connect (in the sense of four-connectedness) with distinct, of the number of contractions k, a contraction projile for the original region is created. Contraction profiles for five regions of a surface type label image (for the coffee cup range image) are shown in Fig. 4 . A seed region size threshold tseed for the minimum number of pixels required to be in a seed region (e.g., 10) is a preselected parameter. If we examine the contraction profile, there will always be an contraction number k such that ) Rky J 1 tS& and ] Rkf ' I < tSeed. The region RF is selected as the seed region (or kernel region) for subsequent surface fitting and region growing. The circles in Fig. 4 indicate the size of the selected seed region. The threshold tseed must always be greater than or equal to the minimum number of points required for the simplest surface fit (i.e., 3 points for a plane). The fundamental purpose of the contraction profile computation for seed region extraction is to find a small enough isolated region that 1) is not inadvertently connected to any separate, but adjacent surface regions, and 2) is far enough inside the boundaries of the actual surface primitive to provide good surface fitting. The 3 x 3 erosion operation (i.e., zero out pixels that have zero-valued neighbors and leave other pixels alone) is a simple, common image processing operation that can be accomplished in less than a video frame time on existing image processing hardware. Other methods for obtaining seed re- gions are possible, but this method is simple and potentially very fast.
IX. ITERATIVE VARIABLE ORDER SURFACE FITTING
A plane is always fitted first to the small seed region using equally weighted least squares. If the seed region belongs to a surface that is not extremely curved, a plane will fit quite well to the digital surface defined by the original image data. If the plane fits the seed region within the maximum allowable RMS error threshold E,,, = WIUims, then the seed is allowed to grow. The value of wl was empirically set to 2.5 in our experiments to allow for variations in the image noise process. If not, the seed is fitted with the next higher-order surface (e.g., biquadratic), and the algorithm proceeds similarly. When the seed is allowed to grow, the functional description of the surface over the seed region is tested over the entire image to determine what pixels are compatible with the seed region as described in the next section.
This surface fitting process may be stated more precisely as follows. Let I be the rectangular image region over which a hypothetical piecewise smooth function z = g(x, y) is defined. Let Z?,"=" denote the seed region provided by the seed extraction algorithm that is assumed to be contained in the unknown actual region RI in the image: Rfi,"=" G RI C I. The seed region Rf=' must be converted to a full region description Z?, that approximates the desired region description RI. Now, let a' f be the parameter vector associated with the functional fit to the pixel values in the given region & of the kth iterative surface fit. Let 03' denote the set of all parameter vectors for the set of approximating functions F, and let 1 F I be the number of different types of surface (27) where I Z?F ( is the number of pixels in the region Z?F (the area of the region). The parameter vector 2: and the surface fit order mk are passed onto the region growing procedure if the RMS fit error test and the regions test are passed. Otherwise, mk is incremented and the higher order surface is fitted. If all four fit orders were tried and the error was never less than the threshold E,,,, the seed region is rejected by marking off the pixels in the surface type label image, and then continuing by looking for the next largest connected region of any surface type.
A, RMS Fit Error Test
The RMS fit error test tests the surface fit error, which measures the variance of the error of the fit due to the noise in the data, against the maximum allowable fit error as determined from the noise variance estimate for the image: E: < E,,, = w~(T,~~. If the error is small enough, the surface fit passes the test; otherwise, it fails. The coefficient wI = 2.5 is an empirically determined parameter.
B. Regions Test
The regions test is required because it is possible for a lower order function to fit a higher order function over a finite region within the maximum allowable fit error threshold even though the lower order fit is not appropriate. It is possible to detect the presence of a higher order function in the data (without letting the fit error increase all the way up to the error threshold) by analyzing the distribution of the sign of the fit errors (residual errors) at each individual pixel of the fit. We have generalized the runs test of nonparametric statistics [28] to assist in the detection of higher order behavior. This test is discussed in detail in [8] , and is summarized here.
Consider that three long residual-sign intervals occur when fitting a line to a slowly bending curve as in Fig. 5 . Fitting a plane to a small portion of a sphere is very similar except that two large residual-sign regions occur as is also shown in Fig. 5 . The regions test is performed as follows: 1) For each original pixel value in the region l?: lying above the fitted surfacef( mk, a:; X, y), turn a pixel OIZ in a positive residual error image; for each pixel below the surface, turn a pixel on in a negative error image (all pixels initially off in both images). 2) Perform one 3 X 3 erosion on each error image and count the pixels left in the largest connected region in each image. 3) If either count is greater than r, percent of the size of the current region 1 Rf (, then increase the fit order mk. The experimental results used a regions test threshold of r, = 0.9 + 0.2Uimg percent, which was determined empirically.
X. REGION GROWING
After a surface of order mk is fitted to the region t?: in the kth iteration, the surface description is used to grow the region into a larger region where all pixels in the larger region are connected to the original region and compatible with the approximating surface function for the original region. The parallel region growing algorithm accepts as input the original digital surface g (x, y), the approximating function J"( mk, iif; X, y) and the surface fit error E; from the surface fitting algorithm. It does not use the region definition until later. To determine the zeroth-order "surface continuity" compatibility of each pixel p E I with the approximating surface description, the polynomial based prediction for the pixel value and the actual pixel value f(p) = P(mk, 8; X(P), Y(P)) and Z(P) = &(P>? Y(P)) w are compared to see if the pixel p is compatible with the approximating surface function. If the magnitude of the difference between the function value and the digital surface value is less than the allowed tolerance value, denoted woe:, then the pixel p is added to the set of compatible pixels, denoted C(mk, Zi:, e:), which are compatible with the surface fit to the region l?:. Otherwise, the pixel is incompatible and discarded. The result of this process is the compatible pixel list: C(mk, iif, E:) = {p E I: 12(p) -z(p)1 5 WOE:). (29) This set of compatible pixels C( * ) is essentially a thresholded absolute value image of the difference between the original image data and the image created by evaluating the function fat each pixel. For our experimental results, the factor w. = 2.8 was used. This ensures that approximately 99.5 percent of all samples of a smooth surface corrupted by normally distributed measurement noise will lie within this error tolerance. This factor has been found to work well in the presence of other types of noise also. The compatible pixel list is then post processed to remove any pixels that do not possess "surface normal continuity" compatibility with the approximating surface. A pixel is compatible in the sense of surface normal continuity if the angle between the two unit normals is less than some threshold angle 8,:
,. -cos-l (Z * ii) 5 et.
(31) For our experimental results, the threshold angle is given by 8, = 12 + 16q,s degrees, where the coefficients were determined empirically. The test may be rewritten in the following form to avoid square roots and to incorporate the derivative values directly:
(32) Since the compatibility test for surface normal continuity involves many computations per pixel, it is only applied to those pixels that have passed the compatibility test for surface continuity. Excellent segmentation results have been obtained without the surface normal continuity test on many images that lack small orientation discontinuities. However, a data-driven smooth-surface segmentation algorithm must always perform the test to ensure that growing regions do not inadvertently grow over small or noisy orientation discontinuities. because it is possible to get larger connected regions in the compatible pixel list than the connected region corresponding to the seed region. The iterative process of region definition via largest, overlapping, connected region extraction may be expressed as follows:
Zt:+' = A(C(mk, Z:, E:), lif) = @(Rf) (34) where 9 ( * ) represents all operations required to compute the region RF' ' from the region Z?:. It is interesting to note that since the regions of an image form a metric space [8] , the desired solution region is a fixed point R = 9(R) of the mapping 9 ( * ).
The new region is then considered as a seed region and processed by the surface fitting algorithm (ii:", $+I) = Lf(mk+', I?:+', g) (35) to obtain a new parameter vector and a new surface fit error. If this region is allowed to grow again el k+l < %lax, then the corn atible P pixel list is recomputed C(mk+', 2if+', e1 +' ), the largest connected overlapping region of C( * ) is extracted, and so on until the termination criteria are met.
B. Sequential Versus Parallel Region Growing
The region growing process is formulated above for a parallel implementation where bivariate polynomials are evaluated over images and regions. It must be noted that this simple, parallel region growing formulation is equivalent to more complicated, sequential, spiraling region growing approaches until the last iteration. At the last iteration, the processing of the compatible pixel list becomes an important feature of the segmentation algorithm. After the growing region has been accepted, any other sufficiently large, reasonably shaped regions in the compatible pixel list are also accepted as part of the same surface. For example, in the coffee cup range image shown in the experimental results section, the flat background visible through the handle of the cup is correctly assigned to the larger background surface without highlevel knowledge, only the surface compatibility concepts. Thus, nonadjacent compatible regions can be labeled as such during the surface acceptance stage without further postprocessing operations because of the parallel region growing process during the last iteration prior to acceptance. On a sequential machine, sequential region growing methods can offer faster performance for the other iterations, but the parallel formulation only takes a few seconds on a VAX 11/780 for the 128 x 128 images shown in the experimental results section.
XI. TERMINATION

RULES
The termination criteria are expressed as the following set of rules: 1) IF ) # ( = (@ ( for any j < k, THEN stop! Basically, this rule states the condition that we are looking for a fixed point of the mapping G in the metric space of image regions. Note that only the size of the region needs to be checked from iteration to iteration, not the detailed region description.
2) IF e: > emax AND mk 2 1 F 1, THEN stop! The image data is varying in a way that the highest order function cannot approximate.
3) At least two iterations are required for a given surface fit order mk before the algorithm is allowed to stop.
These rules state the essential concepts involved in terminating the surface fitting iteration. There is also a maximum limit on the number of possible iterations to prevent extremely long iterations. In all tests done to this point, the maximum limit of 30 iterations has never been reached and the average number of iterations is approximately eight.
XII. SURFACE ACCEPTANCE AND REJECTION DECISIONS
After the surface growing iterations have terminated, we are left with the set of compatible pixels and the connected surface region itself along with the function parameters and the fit error. For growth surface regions that exceed the error threshold emax, but not by much, an acceptance zone is defined above the error threshold such that surface regions within the acceptance zone are accepted. The acceptance threshold used for our experiments is 50 percent greater than E,,, = Wieims where wl = 2.5. Surface regions with fit errors beyond the acceptance zone are rejected.
When a surface region is rejected for any reason, the seed region responsible for the surface region is marked off in the surface type label image as having been processed, which prohibits the use of the same original seed region again. When a surface region is accepted, all pixels in that region are similarly marked off in the surface type label image so that they are not considered for future seed regions. In this respect, surface rejection and surface acceptance are similar. However, the surface acceptance process also updates the region label image, the reconstruction image, and the error image. In addition, the acceptance process dilates the accepted region description and checks if there are any connected groups of pixels in that dilated region that are surface-continuity compatible with the accepted surface and connected with the accepted region. Surface-normal compatibility is not required when adding these pixels because of the difficulty in getting accurate surface normal estimates near surface region boundaries.
XIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The surface-based segmentation algorithm has been applied successfully to more than 40 test images. In this section, the segmentation algorithm's performance on six range images and three intensity images is discussed. The following set of images is displayed for each input image: 1) original gray scale image (upper left).
2) surface type label image (lower left).
3) region label image segmentation plot (lower right). 4) reconstructed gray scale image (upper right).
The surface type label image shows the coarse "initial guess" segmentation provided by labeling each pixel with one of eight labels according to the sign of the mean and Gaussian curvature. Each region in this image is an isolated set of connected pixels that all have the same surface type label. The region label image shows the final refined segmentation obtained from the iterative region-growing algorithm. Each region in this image is the support region over which a particular polynomial surface function is evaluated. The reconstructed image is computed from the region label image and the list of surface parameters, and it shows the visual quality of the approximate surface representation. For each image, we also include the noise variance estimate computed from the orginal image and an error statistic computed from the original-reconstruction difference image.
When a user runs the program on an image, the name of the image is typically the only input required by the program. All internal parameters are either fixed or automatically varying based on the noise variance estimate. The user does have the option to change five of the fixed internal parameters and to override the three automatically set thresholds: 1) the maximum allowed RMS fit error fmax, 2) the surface normal compatibility angle threshold 19,, and 3) the regions test threshold r,. Eight of the nine images shown here were obtained without any adjustments whatsoever, but more interesting results were obtained by overriding the automatically set thresholds for the computer keyboard range image, which has nonstationary noise. This was necessary because of the stationarity assumption of the current noise variance estimation algorithm, which allows us to describe the image noise with a single number.
A. Interpretation of Intensity Image Results
The entire segmentation algorithm is based only on the knowledge of piecewise-smooth surfaces and digital surfaces. Since intensity images are also digital surfaces, the algorithm can be applied to intensity images for segmentation purposes. It is important to understand that the dimensionality of a digital surface is the same regardless of the meaning of the sensed values at each pixel. And since the difference between range images and intensity images is the interpretation of the sensed values (depth versus light intensity), the difference in the algorithm output lies in how the surface segmentation is interpreted. Intensity image surface primitives are only surface function approximations to the intensity image data and nothing more. The segmentation results will be useful when intensity image surfaces correspond to physical surfaces in a scene. This is of course equivalent to an implicit assumption that edge detection approaches use: the boundaries of intensity image surfaces correspond to the boundaries of physical surfaces in a scene. However, our image description is much richer than most edge-based image descriptions because not only are guaranteed closed-curve edges of regions detected, but the approximate value of every single image pixel is encoded in the polynomial coefficients. If intensity image surface primitives can be reliably extracted, it is possible to apply shape from shading ideas [58] to intensity surface primitives [14] .
B. Coffee Cup Range Image (ERIM)
The coffee cup range image is a 128 x 128 8-bit image from an ERIM phase-differencing range sensor [ 1081. The segmentation results are shown in Fig. 6 . The measured noise variance is cimg = 1.02, and the mean absolute deviation between the final reconstructed image and the original image is E( ( e( i, j ) ( ) = 1.46. The final segmentation clearly delineates the outside cylindrical surface of the cup, the foot of the cup, the inside cylindrical surface of the cup, the background table surface (which was recognized as a single surface with three subregions despite the nonadjacency of the region visible through the handle and the small hole in the side of the cup), and the cup handle surface (which is represented as two surfaces due to the twisting of the surface from this view). Although this image is easy to segment by many other methods, the subtle difference in surface variations between the foot and the main body of the cup is difficult to detect with an edge detector. Two small meaningless surfaces did arise on the steeply sloped sides of the cup because the laser range sensor has difficulty obtaining good results when most of the laser energy is reflected away from the sensor. Note that although this algorithm knows nothing about cylinders, the cylindrical surface of the cup is adequately segmented. Fig. 7 shows discrete contour lines for the original image (left) and the reconstructed image (right). These contour lines bound regions of constant range. This presentation is needed to adequately appreciate the shape information in the noiseless reconstructed image as compared to the noisy original image. The background appears to be curved due to image parameterization distortions caused by the range sensor's two orthogonal axis mirrors and equal angle increment sampling as discussed in the Appendix. Fig. 8 shows the variations in RMS fit error, region size, and surface fit order as a function of the region growing iteration number for the background surface. Fig. 9 shows the actual polynomial coefficients used in the image reconstruction for the six primary regions: 1) background, 2) cup body, 3) cup interior, 4) top of handle, 5) bottom of handle, and 6) foot of cup. The mean absolute error (el), the standard deviation (e2), and the maximum error (emax) are listed for the region as well as the number of pixels in the accepted region (statistical outliers not included).
C. Computer Keyboard Range Image (ERM)
The computer keyboard range image is a 128 x 128 6-bit image from the ERIM range sensor. The segmentation results are shown in Fig. 10 . The measured noise variance is wirng = 1.68, and the mean absolute deviation between the final reconstructed image and the original image is E( ( e (i, j ) ( ) = 1.96. The surface type label image shows the uneven distribution in the additive noise field. The smooth surface of the keyboard body has very little noise in comparison with the noise on the keys themselves. This results from the specularity of the key surfaces and diffuseness of the keyboard body. This nonstationarity of the noise disobeyed the stationarity assumption of the noise estimation program and the automatically set thresholds did not provide the segmentation quality of other images. Therefore, manually set thresholds were used for the results shown here. Some individual keys have been segmented whereas other keys were grouped together. However, the center of each key is available from the surface type label image if needed. Although it cannot be seen in this presentation of results, each key center is represented as a small isolated pit or valley region surrounded by ridge and peak regions representing the surrounding parts of the key.
D. Ring on Steps (ERM)
The ring on steps range image is a noisy 128 X 128 8-bit image from the ERIM range sensor. The segmentation results are shown in Fig. 11 . The ring has a rectangular cross section and the step lower part of the steps is cut off at an oblique angle. The measured noise variance is eimg = 2.05, and the mean absolute deviation between the final reconstructed image and the original image is E(le(i,j)l) = 3.31. This image is the noisiest range image in results documented here. The steeply sloped surfaces are much noisier than the other surfaces as occurred in the coffee cup image. Fig. 12 shows the contour lines for the original image (left) and the reconstructed image (right). The noiseless quality of the reconstructed image is quite apparent in this presentation.
E. Auto Part (INRIA)
The original data for the auto part was acquired from the INRIA range sensor (made available courtesy of Prof. T. Henderson of Univ. of Utah and INRIA) and was formatted as a long list of (x, y, z) points. Although the data was easily divided into scan lines, a different number of points occurred on each scan line, and the points were not regularly spaced. This data was converted to 128 X 128 8-bit range image by a separate processing step not documented here. The segmentation results for this auto part range image are shown in Fig. 13 . The measured noise variance is cirng = 0.60, and the mean absolute deviation between the final reconstructed image and the original image is E( I e (i, j > I ) = 1.48. This 2.5-D segmentation is similar to 3-D segmentations published in [33] , [ 121, [52] .
F. Cube with Three Holes
The cube with three holes drilled through it provides an interesting nonconvex combination of flat and cylindrical This edge can be removed in several ways: 1) the error tolerances can be increased manually, 2) higher order surfaces can be used, or 3) the range data can be precorrected (resampled) to eliminate the geometric distortions produced by equal angle increment sampling in scanning laser radars that use two mirrors rotating around orthogonal axes as discussed in the Appendix.
H. Road Scene Intensity Image
A different road scene is represented in the 128 X 128 e-bit intensity image. The intensity image segmentation results are shown in Fig. 16 . The measured noise variance is Uimg = 2.27, and the mean absolute deviation between the final reconstructed image and the original image is E( le(i, j)l) = 5.48. The edges of the road are clearly delineated, and the quality of the image reconstruction is quite good. A faster version of the segmentation algorithm might be used for navigation by growing fixed image regions directly in front of the vehicle in both registered range and intensity images. The polynomial surface primitives will grow only over the image regions corresponding to the road. The complementary information in the range and intensity images can be combined to avoid obstacles and plan paths over smooth surfaces. I. Space Shuttle Intensity Image E( I e(i, j)( ) = 4.32. The reconstructed image lacks detail whenever the detail in the original image consists of The segmentation results for an image of a space shuttle only a few pixels (10 or less) or is only one pixel wide. launch are shown in Fig. 17 . The measured noise variance For example, a small piece of the gantry tower is missing is (J,,, = 2.71, and the mean absolute deviation between in the reconstructed image. The surface type label image the final reconstructed image and the original image is segmentation appears completely incoherent when com- range images where some structure is usually perceivable. However, it still provided enough grouping information A house scene, which has been segmented by many to the region growing algorithm to produce the final seg-other techniques in the literature, was used to test the permentation. The sky, the smoke clouds, the main tank, and formance of the surface-based segmentation algorithm. the bright flames are isolated as intensity-image surface
The segmentation results for the 256 x 256 &bit house primitives.
scene image are shown in Fig. 18 . Owing to the sequen- tial nature of the algorithm, segmentation processing time the shutters, the side of the house, the is related to image complexity, and several CPU hours on trees are all well segmented. The tree a VAX 1 l-780 were needed to compute these results con-textured, but are still adequately segn sisting of 136 intensity surface primitives. The measured the final processing of coalesced unexpl noise vanance 1s (Time = 3.93, and the mean absolute de-the smoothness of the tree region in the viation between the-final reconstructed image and the age. The quality of the image reconstm original image is E( 1 e( i, j ) I) = 9.44. The sky, the roof mentation were obtained with the exact of the house, the lawn, the garage door, the man's pants, nal parameters used for five of the range chimney, and the : regions are very nented because of ained pixels. Note reconstructed imaction and the segsame set of interimages. We know of no other algorithm that can claim this type of segmentation performance on such a wide variety of images.
XIV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The experimental results obtained by applying the surface-based segmentation algorithm with a fixed set of input parameters to a large test database of over 40 images, including range and intensity images, indicates that datadriven segmentation of digital surfaces based on a piecewise-smooth surface model, surface curvature sign, and polynomial surface approximations is feasible and provides excellent results. Nine sets of image results are included here to document these claims.
This surface-based approach is very general in many respects. Flat surfaces are described explicitly as being flat, and arbitrary curved surfaces are described as being curved within the context of the same variable-order surface fitting algorithm. Most techniques in the literature need to handle flat and curved (quadric) surfaces as separate special cases. No a priori assumptions about surface convexity, surface symmetry, or object shape are used. The final segmentation/reconstruction description is driven by the content of the data, not by expected highlevel models as is done in many other approaches. Moreover, the exact same algorithm with the exact same set of parameters is shown to be capable of segmenting range images and intensity images. We believe that any image that can be represented by a piecewise-smooth surface over sufficiently large regions (more than lo-30 pixels) can be segmented well by this algorithm.
The basic sign-of-curvature/iterative variable-order fitting approach is applicable to the segmentation of signals in any number of dimensions, not just scalar functions of two variables. The method is shown to be successful for edge interval segmentation in [HI. If one-pixel wide edges are available, x and y can be parameterized as a function of arc length yielding a 2-vector function of a single variable. Only three sign-of-curvature labels are needed for each 1-D function: concave up, concave down, and flat. In the future, we hope to be able to apply the algorithm to signals representing scalar functions of three variables, such as dynamic scenes and 3-D images from CAT scanners. In that case, 27 sign-of-curvature labels are needed, and approximating functions require many coefficients (20 for a tricubic).
Perception of surfaces plays a key role in image understanding. We have shown experimentally that the segmentation of range images into scene surfaces can be datadriven and need not involve higher level knowledge of objects. The perceptual organization capabilities of the surface-based image segmentation algorithm appear to also be worthwhile capabilities for intensity image segmentation as is shown via experimental results. More research is needed to determine how higher level knowledge should be used in relating intensity-image surface primitives to the real scene surfaces.
Better methods of noise estimation are needed to improve the automatic threshold selection process. For nonstationary noise, it may be necessary to store an estimate of the noise variance for each pixel or region in the image. The noise variance estimates must then be consulted during each iteration. We are also looking into various types of adaptive smoothing, such as in [98] , to improve the quality of the partial derivative estimates used to compute surface curvature and check surface normal compatibility. Also, various applications will require different types of surface models. The shape description needs for NC machining may be quite different than those for surface shape matching in 3-D object recognition, and neither application may be able to use the extracted polynomial surface primitives in the current form described here. Thus, the conversion of the shape information into more useful forms for given applications is another key issue that must addressed. The inverse transformations for r and 0 are identical to the orthogonal axis case, but the expression for the elevation angle is given by $(x, y, z) = tan-' (Jr&J.
Note that rl, depends also on x in addition to y and z. Hence, the only difference between orthogonal axis angular coordinates and spherical coordinates is in the vertical angles 4 and $.
The "warping" of surfaces in image coordinates by equal angle increment sampling in 8,and 4 or $, which was mentioned in the text, can be understood by comparing the depth expression for Cartesian coordinates to the depth expressions for orthogonal axis angular coordinates and spherical coordinates: The "difficulty" with these x, y coordinates, from an image processing viewpoint, is that they do not lie on an equally spaced grid of image pixels. If desired, interpolation can be used to resample the surface data to obtain an equally spaced sampled Cartesian orthographic projection z (x, y ) range image, but this is not necessary in many cases. Since most of the range images in this paper use a relatively small field of view, the range images can be segmented and approximate surface shape can be reconstructed directly without resampling. Once the appropriate image regions have been segmented, accurate physical surface shape in Cartesian coordinates can be computed (if all range sensor parameters are known) by computing the Cartesian x, y, z coordinates from the angular coordinates at each pixel in the segmented image regions and then fitting new graph surfaces to the Cartesian data.
